Abhimanu- " The Miracle Child"
The story of Abhimanu is known and now science also backs the concept of the fetus learning
things in the mother's womb. We can help the child grow and develop since conception and after
birth with skillful parenting Technique.
After birth the child learns from the environment he/she develop congnative skills ,behavior
patterns, social skills and relationship dynamics to name a few. By giving the right environment
we lay a strong foundation for the school to build the best in our child.
Formative years are of utmost importance for rearing a young adult to a healthy and
accomplished individual in life. A person has to develop and then strick the right balance
between IQ (intellectual quotent) EQ (emotional quotent)
SQ ( spiritual quotent). If an equation is developed it will be like IQ+EQ+SQ= Balanced Blissful
Individual.
Life is a package build up of several factors and the key to happiness and satisfaction lies in
stricking the balance.
I have seen in the case of my children. When I was carrying my daughter I used to read, watch
movies, prepare delicacies and devoured them go out with husband for walks and for fun. So my
daughter turned out to enjoy the same things.
At the time of my son I was working till eighth month and was into networking so my son also
developed a knack for the same.
This one is real crazy my mother went to a movie named "ANITA" and after 2 days was
admitted for delivery. I when in class nursery decided on the name "Anita" though I was named
"Shalini". It was much later that my parents came to know about the same.
With these personal experiences I very much believe in miracle child or "abhimanu's " of the
world.
In case of my grandson how at four months he is able to understand high five, shake hand, I
miss you, I love you, you are beautiful and conveys them with hand and face gestures. My
daughter used to motivate him to latch successfully from seventh month onwards so after
delivery the process of latching was a piece of cake. Day four onwards he used his hands as
indicator to signal the flow of milk. Shows recognition to the music, heard people who had a
positive interaction with him when in womb. Is sensitive to food smell, travel, recognize voice
and dialogue of near and dear ones.
Installation of morals, character building healthy relationship dynamics all when done from early
age help in developing Healthy minds. This can be seen with clay when it is kneaded with water
it can be shaped in any form but once hard it will break but never yield.
Transformation of young minds can help in the transition of society help break the dogmatic
view and result in up lifting the society as the children are the future of the nation.

